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I 8hould be grateful if you would have the text of thie statement oirculated 
a8 an official doaument of the Qeneral Aeeembly under items 12, 14, 37, 57, 56 I 63, 
65r 66, 69, 72, 76, 64 snd 145, and of the Seaurity Council. 

(Signed) 0. TROYANOVSKY 
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ANNEX 

REPORT BY DEPUTY MIKHAIL GORBACHEV, GENERAL SECRETARY 
OF T?iE CENTRAL COMMIITEE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY 

Comrade Deputiee, 

Major questions of the domeetic and foreign policy of the Soviet State have 
been submitted for discueeion at the current eeesion of the Supreme Soviet of the 
USSR. 

The Laws on the State Economic and Social Development Plan of the USSR and on 
the State Budget for 1986, passed by this session, are vastly important to our 
country, to its present and future, to every wotk collective, to every Soviet 
family. The new year, 1986, ushers in not merely the f iret year of the twelfth 
five-year plan period but a qualitatively new stage in the development of Soviet 
society. 

The 1966 plan reflects the Party’s ettategic policy of accelerating the 
country’s socio-economic development. It provide8 for higher rates of growth of 
national income, industrial and agricultural production, and labour productivity. 
Efficiency in the uee of material reeoutces will increase. Pt iot ity is given to 
developing the btanchee which are called upon to ensure scientific and technical 
progress and improve product quality. 

Measures have been set fotth for speeding up reconstruction, tefurbishing and 
modernizing production, and perfecting management and the economic mechanism. A 
further rise in the people’s well-being is envisaged. 

It is important, Comrades, that we all beat constantly in mind the specific 
features of the plan for 1986. 

An even pace for all five years should be set as early as the first year of 
the five-year-plan period. Accordingly, the rates of development of the national 
economy envisaged for 1966 are such that their implementation, with gradually 
increasing intensity in subeequent years , will facilitate the implementation of the 
plan for the five-year period aa a whole. This will help avoid the situation that 
occurred in the previous five-year period, when teduced indicators wete established 
for the first yearsI while the major growth wae planned for the final years. The 
negative results this practice led to are well known. 

The second specific feature of the plan is that maximum account was taken in 
formulating it of the need to speed up scientific and technical progress. In line 
with the directive of the CPSU Central Committee Conference held in June, the plan 
assigns top priority to the targets for accelerating scientific and technical 
progress envisaged in the resolutions on developing major lines of scientific and 
technological advance in branches of the national economy. Simultaneouslyr 
established pr inciplee in planning were extensively revised. The plan provides for 
the first time for generalised key indicators of scientific and technical progress 
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in the branches and its effectiveness. These indicatora are fixed with a view tu 
invigorating the practical work of miniatfiee , combines and enterprises to ensurF 
the advance to the frontiers of scientific and technical development. 

The next specific feature of the 1986 plan is its orientation towards making 
the practical transition to intensive methods of running the economy. This ia 
dictated by the facts of life, by the labour and material resources situation, 
which is not Rimple, and by the neat eXhaU8tiOn of extensive factors of economic 
growth. Next year, we are to achieve production growth through maximum resoufce 
conservation. In other words, conservation is in fact to become the main soucce of 
cesources fot the entire increase in production. Here are some figures to 
illustrate thin. Next yearr 97 per cent of production growth will be achieved 
through increased labout productivity, metal consumption in the national income 
will dtop by 2.7 per cent, and energy consumption by 3 per cent. 

And finally, this is a broad transition to new management method8 which have 
proved their worth. Starting from January 1986, more than half of industry’s 
output will be produced at enterprises working undet these new conditions. 

In general, Comradea, the line taken is correct. Now we have to make it a 
teali ty - both in the process of the further detailed elaboration of plan8 in the 
branches, Republics, territocies and regions, in combines and enterpr iaee, and of 
course, in concrete practical work. This aspect 8hOUld be emphasized also because 
many workers at both central and local levels, including workers in planning and 
economic bodies, have not fully appreciated the importance of a new approach to 
assessing and resolving the countfy’s economic I social and financial problems. 

The current seesion is being held dur?ng the crucial period preceding the 
Party Congress. The April Plenary Meeting of the Central Committee charted the 
course tOWard accelerating the social and economic development of society, marked 
the beginning of substantive change8 in approaching the attainment of economic and 
political objectives, and set a new rhythm for the entire work of Party, State and 
local government bodies, all out cadres and workers’ collectives. 

The Party’s political course, in respect of both domestic matters and 
international ptoblems, has found its fullest reflection iii the theoretical and 
political documents Of ParamOUnt importance that will be 8Ubmitted for 
consideration to the twenty-seventh Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union - the draft of the new edition of the Party’s Programme, the proposed changes 
in the Party RUk8, and the draft guideline8 fot the economic and social 
development of the USSR for 1986-1990 and the period till the year 2000. 

The initial outcome of the broad discussion which ha8 taken place between the 
Party and the people shows that the documents submitted for consideration evoke 
profound satisfaction among the Soviet people. Our optimism, out confidence that 
the chosen road is correct and that what has been planned will certainly be 
fulfilled stms fcom the vigorous support expressed - in word and in deed - far the 
Party’s strategic course. 

/ . . . 
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As you know, Comrade Deplit 188, the Central Committee of the Party and the 
Soviet Government have recently undertaken a number of important measures aimed at 
speeding up the switching of the economy to the linee of intensive development and 
enhancing the efficiency of the national economic management, Further practical 
measures are being taken to put things in order , strengthen labour and state 
discipline and the rdgime of strict economy , and combat drunkeness and alcoholism. 
In other words, a great deal of intensive work has been started in all spheres of 
public life, and it is already beginning to bear fruit. 

The new features now being introduced into our life have stirred up the Soviet 
peOple, boosted their creativity, and showed once again the vastness of resources 
and possibilities inherent in the socialist system. 

We can now say with certainty that things have begun to look up. The growth 
rate of production is rising, and other economic indicators are improving. Despite 
setbacks in a number of sectors of the national economy at the start of the year, 
the Soviet people have managed to rectify the situation and ensure the fulfilment 
of economic plan targets. Change for the better is taking place in the agrarian 
sector of the country as well. 

Inunense credit for what has been achieved goes to our heroic working class 
who, sparing neither effort nor energy and overcoming difficulties, have done 
everything possible to meet the plan targets. The positive results achieved 
reflect the hard work of the collective farmers and all the other Workers in the 
agto-industrial complex. Our achievements embody the creative thought of young 
people, who boldly and energetically come to grips with difficult and complex tasks 
and vigorously support the ongoing changes in our society, linking their own future 
to them, and have pioneered and initiated many important undertakings. 

We also associate these changes with the activization of the work of the 
Party, local government and trade union bodies, and all our cadres. 

In short, Comrade Deputiee, a good deal is being done. However, it would be 
an error to overestimate all this - and that ia not our custom anyway. We are at 
the start of the road we have planned, a road which is arduous and difficult and 
which calls for a combination of a creative approach to the tasks posed by practice 
with purposefulness, a high sense of discipline and dedication. We have immense 
reserves and potentialities, and we have to work assiduously to tdp them and use 
them to maximum effect. This has to be done in every area of economic and cultural 
development, primarily in those in which the situation remains complex and which 
are slow to catch up and gather momentum. 

Now that the current five-Year period is drawing to a close, it is vital to 
work hard so that, from next Year e we can start a confident and dynamic advance, 
ensure that the targets planned 411 be reached, and create the prerequisites for a 
further qualitative transformation of the country’s productive forces. 

Comrades, the plan for 1986 makes manifest the peaceful, constructive nature 
of our concerns. Our foreign policy aspirations, the interne’.ional policy of the 
Soviet State are closely linked with this peaceful trend in our domestic policy. 
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The foreign policy guidelines of the April Plenary Meeting of the CPSU Central 
Committee were a concrete manifestation of Leninist foreign policy at the present 
atage. The Plenary Meeting emphaaized the need for the USSR’s peace-loving policy 
to be intensified to the utmost on the broadest front of international relations. 
It called for everything to be done to prevent the forces of militarism and 
aggression from prevailing, emphasized the urgency of ending the arms race and 
stepping up the process of disarmament , and called for the development of equable, 
proper, civilized relations between States and the widening and deepening of 
mutually advantageous economic tiea. 

The Plenary Meeting’s directives were dictated by the time, the apecificitiee 
of the sttuation and the demands of the socialist policy of peace and progress. In 
its assessments, the Politburo of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union proceeded from the premise that the degree of unpredictability of 
events is growing as a result of the continuing arms race. The poesibility of the 
militarization of outer space signifies a qualitatively new leap in the arm8 race 
which would inevitably result in the disappearance of the very notion of otrategic 
stability - the basis for the preservation of peace in the nuclear age. A 
situation would develop in which vitally important decisions, irreversible in their 
consequences, would in fact be taken by computers, without participation of the 
human mind and political will , without taking into account the criteria of ethics 
and morality. Such a course of events could result in a universal catastrophe - 
even if it was initially triggered by an error, miscalculation, or technical 
malfunction of sophisticated computer systems. 

In other words, the course of world events has reached a juncture at which 
especially responsible decisions are required , where failure to act or dilatory 
action are criminal, for the point at issue today is the preservation of 
civilisation, of life itself. That is why we have believed and continue to believe 
that all necessary measures must be taken to break the vicious circle of the arms 
race, so as not to miss a single chance of changing the course of events for the 
hetter. The issue today is extremely acute , and the need is extremely specific: 
to rise above narrow interests, to realize the collective responsibility of all 
States in the face of the danger stalking the human race at the threshold of the 
third millennium. 

This is precisely the approach which the April Plenary Meeting of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union instructed us to take in the implementation of 
our foreign policy. And this approach is fully in keeping with the interests of 
the Soviet people and the peoples of the socialist States, and, we are convinced, 
has been met with understanding in other countries. Over a period of time which, 
though short, was marked by important international events, the Soviet Union has 
tY?en striving t.o interact. in the interests of peace with as many States as 
posr;ihle. WP ha*rFt been and are proceeding on the assumption that the period of 
dangerour; tensicjn can he ended only by the efforts of all countries, big and small. 

Pal i t ical ~>nd economic tier, with countries of the socialist community have 
been intensified and deepened considerably in recent months. Long-term programmes 
of co-uperatinn in th? sphere of the economy and scientific and technical progress 
have he-n drawn up. A mechanism of effective, concrete ties has been created, and 
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ao-ordination of foreign policy activity has become more intensive. The meetings 
of the leaders nf fraternal countries in MOBCOW, Warsaw, Sofia and Prague became 
important milestones on the road towacds the further unity of the eocialiet 
community. Tie8 with all the eocialiet countriee ate being developed and 
etrengthened. 

Co-operation with the Statee that have thrown off the colonial yoke and 
participate in the non-aligned movement io being broadened. Important etepfi have 
been taken in the development of relations with many of thoee countriee. This ie a 
factor of great importance in the stormy waters of present-day international 
relations, a factor that make8 for peacer equality, f ceedom and the independence of 
peoples. 

The Soviet Union ie making an effort to imptove ttee with capitalist Staten as 
well. I will single out the recent Soviet-French summit in Parig, in the coutue of 
which important steps were taken for the further development of bilateral 
co-operation, consolidation of European and international security, and return to 
detente. 

We will continue to build our foreign policy on a diversified foundation, on 
the basis of firm and stable bilateral relations with all countries. But the 
reality of today’s world is such that there are States which - due to theit 
military, economic, scientific and technical potential and their weight on the 
international scene - bear a special responsibility for the nature of world 
development, its course and its consequences. It i~i primarily the Soviet Union and 
the United State8 of America which have this responsibility, I stress, not 
pr iv i lege - responsibility. 

Viewed in this light, the Soviet-American summit held last week is, the 
Politburo of the Central Committee believes, an important event - not only in our 
bilateral rc’ations, but in world politics as a whole. I have already had occasion 
to speak, at the Preae Conference in Geneva, about my first impressions of the 
talks with the United States President. The meeting’s final document - the Joint 
Statement - is well known too. 

Today, speaking at tile session of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, I would 1 ike 
to appraise the results and significance of the Geneva meetinq in the context of 
the present-day situation, taking into account past experience and the prospects 
for the future, the tasks that we have to tackle. 

First of alL I must say that the toad to the Geneva dialogue was, for many 
reasons, long and arduous. The Unitr?d States Administration which came to office 
in the early 1980s openly assumed a course of confrontation, while rejecting the 
very possibility of a positive development qf Soviet-American relations. I think 
everyone remembers even today the intensity of ant i-Soviet rhetoric in those years 
and the actions “from strength” practised by the rulinq circler; in the Uniter1 
States. 

The mutual efforts over many yeaLs to achieve the essential minimum of trust 

in those relations were committed to oblivion, and virtually every thr?atl of 
Ililateral co-operation was snapped. D6tonte itself was branded as being contrary 
to the interests of the United State% r>f Amt.,-ica. 
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Having eesumed a course of &Mining miiitary eugeriority over the U&MR, the 
Administration went ahead with programmea for the nuclear and other rearmarmnt Of 
the Unitod Btates. American PirFlt @trike miseiloe began to be deployed in Western 
Europe. A situation wag taking ehape that wag Prauyht with high-level military and 
political unaertaintiee and eonaomitent rieke. 

r,aetly, there appeared the “5tar Ware” programmel the oo-aallod “8trategia 
Defense Initiative”. In Waehlngton, they beaame obseesed with that idea, with 
little thought for the grave oonsequenaeg that were bound to ensue if it wee 
translated into practlae. The plan to introduce weapons into outer epaoe is 
extremely dangerous to all the peoples of the world, to all without exception. 

But we aleo knew something e1~e1 that euch United Btateo poliolee would 
inevitably claeh with reality. 130 it transpired. The Soviet Union together with 
it8 allies unequivocally declared that they would not allow anyone to achieve 
military superiority over them. 

Confusion arose even among the alliee of the United St&toe in the face of 
Waehington’s apparent diereqard for the intereat ol their eecurity, and its 
readinese to stake everything on the pursuit of the will-o’-the-wiep OP military 
super ior ity. Even in the United Statea, the course being taken gave r is@ to 
8er ious doubte. The proclamation of the planfl for the preparation of “Star Ware” 
sounded the alarm bell throughout the world. 

Those who thought that their policy of confrontation would determine world 
development alno miscalculated. I will add, perhape, in thie connection that 
dreams OP world domination are flawed from the outset - flawed both in objective 
and in means. Ljke the designs Eor perpetual motion machines born of ignorance of 
the elementary laws of nature, imperial claimo grow out of notions of the world 
which are far removed from preeent-day reality. 

The Soviet Union combined ite firm rebuff of the United States policy of 
disrupting the military strategic balance with large-scale peace initiatives, and 
displayed restraint and constructiveness in its approach to the key issues of peace 
and Becur ity. 

Our initiatives, and there are quite a number of them, have clearly shown what 
we are eeekinq to achieve in the world arena , what we are calling on the United 
States and its allies to do. These actions by the USSR have met with the 
enthusiastic approval of the world public and been well received by the Governments 
of many countries. 

Under the influence of these factors, Washington was compelled to manoeuvre. 
Tokens of a desire for peace appeared in the American Administration’s statements. 
They were not backed by deeds, but the very fact of their appearance was 
symptomatic. 

Early this year, at our initiative, agreement was reached on new talks between 
the USSR and the United Statee, talks designed to encompass the entire spectrum of 
space and nuclear armaments in their interrelationehip, and taklnq ae their aim the 
preventing of the arms r.Ice in outer space and its termination on Earth. 

/ . . * 
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The atmoaphere of! &Iovlet-kneriaan t=elatlone, and to Borne extent the 
international behaviour of the United Rtateu, etarted to undergo ahangee, this 
Peat, naturally, aould not but ba taken into aauount when aonoidering the 
yoeeibillty of holding a eummit meeting, 

Thie decision wao baaed on our Pirm aonviction that tho aentral place in the 
talke ehould be aseigned to questlons that determine our relation9 and the world 
situation in general - to aecur ity iesuee. We aleo tuok into aacount the political 
and strategic realities in Europe and the world, the opinion of our friende and 
allies, the viewe of the Qovernmente and publio of many oountriee, and their 
pereistent aalle on the Soviet Union to do everything pooeible to eneure that the 
summit meeting would be held. We understood how many hopoe were pinned on the 
meeting all over the world, and undertook concrete etepe to improve the 
international climate and make it more favourable for the meeting. 

In the Geneva negotiations on nuclear and apace armor WQ put forward concrete 
and radical propooale. What ie their substance? 

First of all, we proposed the aomplete prohibition of apace strike weapons* 
We did eo because the beginning of an acme race in outer spacer even one involving 
only anti-missile eyeteme deployed in airaumterrestrial epacel will not contribute 
to the taecur ity of any State, Hidden behind a apace “ehield”, offensive nuclear 
eyeteme will become even more dangeroue. 

The appearance of space strike weapons could turn the preeent etrategic 
balance into etrategic chaos, trigger a feverieh arms race along all poeeible 
lines, and undercut one of the fundamental pillars of it.8 limitation - the ABM 
Treaty. Ae a result, mistruet in relations between State8 will grow and security 
will be considerably impaired. 

Moreover, under conditions of the complete prohibition of apace strike weaponA 
we have proposed halvlng all nuclear eystems of the USSR and the United Staten 
capable of reaching each other’6 territory, and limiting the total number of 
nuclear warheada on euch system8 belonging to either Bide to a ceiling of 6,000. 
These are radical reductions amounting to thoueande Gf nuclear warheads. 

Such an approach is fully justified. It embraces all thoee systems which form 
the strategic relationship of force8 , and makes it possible to take due account of 
the nuclear threat which really exiete for either side, regardless of how and from 
where nuclear warheads are delivered to their territory, whether by missile or 
aircraft, from the attacker’s own territory or the territory of its allies. 

We regard the reduction cf the nuclesr systems of the USSR and the United 
States by 50 per cent a5 a beginning. We are prepared to go further - as far as 
the complete elimination of nuclear weapons - with the participation, naturally, uf 
other nuclear-weapon States. 

Understandably, the nuclear arms race is a source of special concern to 
European nations. We fully appreciate this concern. Europe is overflowiny with 
nuclear systems. The Soviet Union advocates the complete removal of nuclear 

/ . . . 
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weapona, both medium-range and tactical, from Europe. However, the United States 
and ita NA’lYl partners do not agree to that. Then we propoeed to make a etartc at 
leeet, with provisiunal decieiono , and theraEter to work towards further 
reductions. We are convinced that our prupneals accord with the hopee of European 
nation0 foe a Leueoniny of the nuclear thrtrtlt and the enhancement of European 
f3Qcur ity. 

f wtauld like to emphaeiae the point of principle involved in the matter1 in 
the three SCUBB uf the nayutiations - apace, strategic oEfansive weapon8 and 
medium-ranye nuclear syetems - we do not propose to the United Statee auythinq that 
would damage its security. Moreover, our propoeels make it poeeible to resolve as 
well iaeuae which the American eide elevntee to the rank of its “epecial aoncerne”. 

Frrr example, much IA said about the Soviet intercontinental belllatic 
minsilee. Out’ proposals provide for a reduction in the number of such miesileo, 
and Eor limitation of the share oE their warheads in the overall number of nuclear 
charyea. or , to take another example, there has been quite an outcry in the West 
about the Soviet H-20 missiles. We propose to reduce them eubetantially in the 
context oE salvinq the problem of msdium-range nuclear forces in Europe. 

The United Kinqdom’o and France’s nuclear weapon ayeteme are presented dB a 
stumbling block. It is said that they caruwt i)e diecueeed at the Soviet-American 
talks. Well, we ace prepared to seek a solution to this, too. We propoee to start 
a direct exchange of views with those countries about their nuclear weapons. 

The Soviet proposals have met with a broad and positive responee throughout 
the world. They are backed by the prestiqe of the Warsaw Treaty member States, 
which have unanimously supported our constructive stand. The joint statements by 
the leaders of six countries - Argentina, Mexico, the United Republic of Tanzania, 
India, Sweden and Greece - arcI largely consonant with our approach. The Soviet 
initiative was received with approval and hope by communist and workers’ partiee, 
major public orqanizations in different countries and continents, scientists of 
world renown, prominent politicians and military leaders. It evoked a positive 
response on the part of moRt of the parties of the Socialist International. 

What in more, thousands of letters from Soviet and foreign citizens were 
addressed to me on the eve of and during the Geneva meeting. I wish to take this 
opportunity to thank their authors Ear their good wishes, their advice and support, 
and their profound and sincere concern for safeguarding peace. 

The Americans advanced their counter-proposals on the eve of the meeting. 
This of itself is a positive Pact. One of our numerous initiatives evoked a 
favourable response. 

A grrlat deal was written in thr! ptess about the essence of these 
counter-proposal.5. 1 shall not repedt their contents. I shall say only that these 
proposals go no more than half-way , ant1 they are largely inequitable. They are 
based on a one-sided approach and are clearly prompted by the drive towards 
military superiority for the United State:; and NATO as a whole. 

/ . . . 
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But the main thing is that the United States position does not envisage a ban 
on the development of space strike weapons. On the contrary, it seeks to leqalize 
their development. The position taken by the United States on the question of 
“Star Wars” is the main obstacle to agreement on arms control. And this is not 
only our opinion. The Governments of France, Denmark, Norway, Greece, Netherl-7dsr 
Canada and Australia refused to take part in the so-called “Strategic Defense 
Initiative”. On the eve of the Geneva meeting the United Nations General Assembly 
adopted a resolution urging the leaders of the USSR and the United States to work 
out effective agreements aimed at preventing the atms Cace in space and putting an 
end to it on Earth. It is only the United States and some of its allies that 
deemed it possible not to support this clear call by the world community. A fact, 
as it is said, that requires no comment. 

It should also be recalled, perhaps, that there were powerful political forces 
at work in the United States, doing whatever they could to thwart the meetinq ot at 
least to make it meaningless and to nullify its importance. I think such steps as 
the testing of an anti-satellite system, the entry into the Baltic of the fowa 
battleship carrying long-range cruis.t missiles, the speedy deployment of Pershings 
in West Germany, the decision on the development of binary chemical weapons and, 
finally, the adoption of a new all-time record military budget are fresh in the 
memory of many people. 

Mot eover , the President was already on his way to Geneva when a letter from 
the United States Secretary of Defense , pleading with him not to make any 
agreements with the USSR which would reaffirm the treaties on the limitation of 
strategic offensive weapons and on anti-missile defence systems, was made public. 
In other words, the Secretary of Defense wanted the United States to have a 
completely free hand to act in all aspects of the arms race, both on Earth and in 
space. 

And indeed, was the Pentagon alotle in this? The “mandate” given to the IJnited 
States President by the American extreme right-wing forces, represented by their 
ideological headquarters, the Heritage Foundation, did not escape our notice. The 
President was instructed to carry on the arms race, not to give the Soviet Union 
any opportunity to transfer resources to socio-economic development proqrammes and 
to seek eventually to crowd the USSR out of international politics. These 
gentlemen went so far as setting the United States Administration the objective of 
forcing us to alter our system, to revise our Constitution: This is an old song, 
Comrades . We have heard it ail many times before. In short, there wrre quite a 
few attacks. 

And yet we decided in favour of meeting the President of the United States. 
We took that decision because we had no right to disregard even ths: slightest 
chance to reverse the dangerous wor ld developments. We took it in the awareness 
that if we failed to start a direct and frank discussion now, t.omorrr)w It would be 
a hundred times more difficult, and perhaps too late altoget her. 

Unquestionably, the differences between us are enormous. Rut the 

interrelationship and interdependence between us in the present-day world are 
equally great. The crucial times we are living through leave the leaders of the 
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USSR and the United States, the peoples of the USSR and the United States, no 
alternative to learning the great art of living together. 

During my first one-on-one conversation with the President - and euch 
conversations featured prominently at the Geneva meeting - it was stated directly 
that the Soviet delegation had come to seek solutions to the most urgent problem, 
the one which was at the focus of intelnational affairs, the problem of averting 
nuclear war and curbing the arms race. That, as I told the President, was the main 
point of our meeting and that was what would determine its results. 

I must stress that the Geneva talks were sometimes very animated, and they 
could not, I would sayI have been more frank. It was impossible there either to 
hoodwink each other or to get away with political or propaganda stereotypes - too 
much depends on these pivotal questions of war and peace. 

The American side stubbornly insisted at the meeting on going ahead with the 
SD1 programme. We were told that the point was to develop purely defensive 
systems, which were not really weapons at all. We were also told that those 
systems would help stabilize the situation and get rid of nuclear weapons 
altogether. There even was the proposal that in some foreseeable future these 
systems would be “shared” , and that we would open our laboratory doors to each 
other. 

We frankly told the President that we did not agree with those assessments. 
We had thoroughly analysed all those questions and our conclusion was unequivocal. 
Space weapons are not at all defensive. They can breed the dangerous illusion that 
a first nuclear strike can be delivered from behind a space “shield”, and 
retaliation averted or at least weakened. And what are the guarantees that space 
weapons would not themselves be used against targets on Earth? There is every 
indication that the United States space-based ABM system is being conceived 
precisely as a component of an integrated offensive complex, rathec than as a 
“shield”. 

Naturally, we cannot agree that the space systems envisaged under its 
programme are not weapons at all. Neither can we rely on the assurances that the 
United States will share with us what they develop in that field. 

Sn if the laboratory doors are to be opened, it will only be to verify 
compliance with a ban on the development OE space strike weapons, not to legalize 
these weapons. 

We are told about a desire to remove the fear of missiles and to achieve the 
total elimination of nuclear weapons. This desire can only be welcomed, and is in 
full accord with the goals oE our policy. But it is far easier to eliminate these 
weapons without developing space strike systems. Why spend tens and hundreds of 
billions of dollars and pile UP mountains of space weapons in addition to nuclear 
armaments? What is the point? 

I asked the President if the American leadership believed in all seriousness 
that, at a time when American space weapons were being developed, we would reduce 
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our strategic potential and help the United States with our own hands to weaken 
it. No one should expect the t . Precisely the opposite will take place8 to rogain 
the balance, the 6oviet Union will have to improve the efficiency and aocuracy and 
to raise the yield of its weapon8 so as to neuttalize, if necesearyr the “Star 
Wars” electronic apace machine that the Americans are developing. 

And will the Americans really feel more confortable if our weaponry joins in 
space the echelons of space weapons planned by Washington? Surely they cannot 
really hope in the United States to achieve a monopcly in outer space. All thig is 
not eel: ious, to say the least. 

However , the American Administration is still tempted to try out the 
possibility of achieving military superiority. At present, too, by undertaking an 
arms race in outer space, they hope to overtake us in the field of electronics and 
computers. But we will find a responser just as we have done several times in the 
paet. The response will be effective , sufficiently prompt and, perhaps, less 
costly than the American programme. We also put this idea across clearly to the 
President. 

I think that, in order to achieve a real turn-around in our relations which 
would meet the interests of the USSR and the United States, and of the peoples of 
the world, what we need are new approaches , a fresh look at many things, and, what 
is most important, the political will of the leadership of the two countries. The 
USSR - and I emphasized that in Geneva - does not feel enmity towards the United 
States, and respects the American people. We are not building our policy on the 
desire to infringe on the national interests of the United States. I will say 
morer we would not like, for instance, a chanqe of the strategic balance in our 
favour. We would not like that, because such a situation will enhance the 
suspicion of the other side, adding to the instability of the overall situation. 

Life is developing in such a way that both our countries will have to grow 
accustomed to strategic parity as a natural state. We will have to come to the 
joint understanding of which level of arms on either side can be considered 
relatively sufficient from the point of view of its dependable defence. We are 
convinced that the level of such sufficiency is well below what the USSR and the 
United States actually have at the present time. And this means that tangible, 
practical steps in arms limitation and reduction are quite possible. These are 
measures which will. not diminish the security of the USSR and the United States, or 
overall strategic stability in the world1 on the contrary, they will enhance them. 

What can be said about other questions discussed at the meeting? 

I will begin with the problem of regional conflicts. Both sides expressed 
concern over the continuing existence of such “trouble spots”. It is easy to 
understand why. Such conflicts are a dangerous thing, especially in the light of 
the threat of their escalation in this nuclear age. 

However, it can be said that ‘x~r approaches to the causes of such conflict!; 
and ways of settling them are not simply different8 they are diametrically 
opposed. The United States, which is used to thinking in terms of “spheres of 
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interests”, reduces these problems to East-West rivalry. But nowadays that is an 

anachronism, a relapse into imperial thinking which denies the right of a majority 
of nations to think and take decisions independently. 

The underlying causes of such conflicts are multi-facetedr to some extent they 
are rooted in history, but they are mainly to be found in that sooial and economic 

situation into which the emergent countries have been put. It is definitely not by 
chance that, in discussing the problem of regional conflicts, the United States 
does not mention the atrocities of apartheid in South Africa, the aggression staged 
by that country against its African neighbours, the wars fought by American puppets 
in Central America and South-East Asia, Israel’s banditry in the Middle East and 
many other things. Washington is trying to place the legitimate Governments of the 
States that follow the path of national liberation and social progress on a par 
with counter-revolution. 

It goes without saying that we could n0t accept such an interpretation of the 

situation. The President was told that we are in favour of the recognition of the 
inalienable right of every people to freedom and independence, to an independent 
choice of the path it wishes to follow. We wish this right not to be flouted by 
anyone: there should be no attempts at outside interference, and freedom, not 

tyranny, should prevail. We have been and remain on the side of peoples upholding 
their independence. This is our position of principle. 

The President touched upon the question of Afghanistan. It was confirmed 
again in this connection that the Soviet Union consistently advocates a political 
settlement of the situation surrounding Afghanistan. We are in favour of friendly 
neighbouring Afghanistan being an independent , non-aligned State, and of 
establishing a system of guaranteed non-interference in Afghanistan’s affairs. The 
question of withdrawal of Soviet troops from that country will thus also be 

resolved. The Soviet Union and the Government of Afghanistan are wholly for this. 
And if anybody hinders an early resolution of that question, it is primarily the 
United States which, in financing, backing and arming gangs of 
counter-revolutionaries, is fruStrating efforts to normalize the situation in 
Afghanistan. 

The qilestion of bilateral relations assumed an important place at the talks. 
Some revival discernable in this area of late has now been translated into concrete 
;qraements 0n exchanges and contacts in the sphere of science, education and 

culture and on the resumption Of air services between our two countries. 

The p>tentiaL inherent in this will naturally be much easier to bring fully 
into play when security matters decisive for OUK mutual relations start being 
t.iskled. If we are to co-operate, this must be co-operation on an equal footing, 
H;tjjoklt <tny discrimination or prior conditions , and without attempts at 
;?t+*:Parsnce in the internal affairs of the other side. Our stand on this is firm 
A>,.: ::*~:sistent. 

i ‘?\Z 7: ;1 q t!;t? main results of the Geneva meeting be assessed? 
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The meeting was undoubtedly a significant event. It #aa useful to have a 
direct, clear and practical talk , with the possibility of coinparing positions. Too 
many explosive, acute problems had accumulated , and they needed to be considered in 
earnest in order to try to break the deadlock. 

We value the personal contact established with the Preeident of the United 
States. A dialogue between top leaders 1s always a moment of truth in relations 
between States. It is important that such a dialogue has been held. It is a 
stablilizing factor in itself in the present, troubled times. 

But we are realists and we must say outright that a solution of the most 
important questions connected with an end to the arms race was not achieved at the 
meeting. The unwillingness made it impossible to achieve in Geneva concrete 
arrangements on real disarmament, and above all, on the cardinal problem of nuclear 
and space weapons. The amount of arms stockpiled by both sides has not lessened a8 

a result of the meeting. The arms race continues. This cannot but cause 
disappointment. 

There remain major differences between the USSR and the United States on a 
number of other matters of Frinciple concerning the situation in the world and 
events in individual regions. But we are also far from belittling the significance 
of the Geneva accords. 

I will recall the mDst important of them. These are, above all, the common 
understanding, embodied in the Joint Statement, that a nuclear war cannot be won 
and must never be fought, and the pledge by the USSR and the United States to build 
their relations on the basis of this indisputable truth, and not to seek military 
super ior ity. 

We believe that this understanding, jointly endorsed at the highest level, 
should actually be made the basis of the foreign policy of the two States. Once it 
is acknowledged that a nuclear war, by its very nature, cannot help attain any 
rational goals, the stronger the stimulus should be in favour of its prevention, 
termination of the development and testing of weapons of mass destruction, and 
complete elimination of the stockpiles of nuclear weapons. It is even less 
inadmissible to open up new directions in the arms race. Of course, the Joint 
Statement is not a treaty, but it is a fundamental framework that commits the 
leaders of the two countries to much. 

Further, the USSR and the United States clearly reaffirmed their pledge to 
facilitate in all ways the enhancement of the effectiveness of the nuclear 
non-proliferation rhgime and agreed on practical steps in this direction. In the 
present-day, unsettled international situation, this is of no man irqmrtance for 
maintaining world stability and diminiohiny the risk of nuclear wars, 

The Joint Statement by the l?ddprs of the two countries in favour of the 
universal and complete prohibition drld destruction of such barbarous weapons of 
mass destruction as chemical weapons is of fundamental significance. WC: expc ess 
the hope that the United States will ~I~!;c'K~JcJ that important. understanriing in its 
practical policies as well. 
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The agreement oE the leadership of the USSR and the United States to 
contribute, jointly with the other States participating in the Stockholm 
Conference, to its early completion with the adoption of a document which would 
include both concrete obligations on the non-use of force and mutually acceptable 
confAdence-building measures goes Ear beyond the bounds of Soviet-American 
relations. 

It is only to be welcomed that the meeting produced a number of useful 
agreements in many areas of the development of bilateral co-operation between the 
USSR and the United States. I think that they will provide a good base for 
increasing trust between our countries and peoples - if, of courser a careful 
attitude is taken towards all the achievements and if everything positive embodied 
in those achievements is developed, but not if artificial pretexts are found to 
caet them aside. 

The importance of the agreement reached in Geneva to continue political 
contacts between the Soviet Union and the United States, including new meetings at 
the summit level, should be mentioned specifically. 

In other words, we have every right to say that the overall balance-sheet of 
the Geneva meeting is poritive. 

Undoubtedly, the constructive and consistent policy of our country contributed 
decisively to the achievement of such an encouraging outcome. At the same time, it 
would be wrong not to say here also that the position of the American side at the 
meeting included certain elements of realism, which helped to resolve a number of 
quest ions. 

Of course, the real importance of everything useful agreed upon in Geneva can 
manifest itself only in practical deeds. I want to state in this context that the 
Soviet Union for its part intends not to slacken the pace and to seek most 
resolutely, and in the spirit of honest co-operation with the United States, the 
ending of the arms race and an overall improvement of the international situation. 
We hope that the United States will display a similar approach. Then, I am 
certain, the wcrk done in Geneva will bear real fruit. 

This is our assessment of that event and its role in international relations. 
I can say with satisfaction that this evaluation is shared by our allies, the 
fraternal socialist countries, as was borne out with utmost clarity by a meeting of 
the leach c- .. $ of the Warsaw Treaty countries in Prague immediately upn the 
complet io, IE the Soviet-American summit talks. 

The participants in the Prague meeting stressed that the situation, of course, 
remained difficult. The struggle to improve it is being carried on but the 
conditions for that struggle have become better, as can already be stated today. 
The Geneva meeting is an important element oE our long-term, joint, ClOSely 

co-ordinated efforts to ensure peace. 

A natural question to ask is: what is to be done now in the light of the 
results of the Soviet-American dialogue in Geneva? 
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As I have already said, we attach much importance to the agreement reached in 
Geneva on new Soviet-American summit meetings. I want to stress that our approach 
to this question is not formal. What is important ie not the mere fact of another 
meeting between the leaders of the two countries but its results. The peoples will 
expect tangible progreee along the road mapped out in Geneva. It is precisely this 
that we shall bs seeking. We should begin making preparations for the next 
Soviet-American summit meeting already now, first and foremost in the area of 
practical policies, 

In order not to make it more difficult to achieve new agreements, both sides, 
we are convinced, should first of all refrain from actions subverting what was 
achieved in Geneva, refrain from actions which would block talks and erode the 
existing constraints on the arms race. This calls, among other things, for strict 
and honest compliance with the treaty on the limitation of anti-ballistic mieeile 
systems and also for continuing mutual respect by the sides for the relevant 
provieions of the SALT-2 treaty. 

But the main thing, of courser is to create the possibility of actually ending 
the arms race and initiating practical reductions in nuclear-arms arsenals. 

18 there such a possibility? It ie our firm conviction that there is. True, 
at present there are differences on many counts between our and the American 
proposals on nuclear-arms reductions. But we do not overdramatize this 
c i rcum5 tance . Compromises are possible here I and we are prepared to look for them. 

Undoubtedly, given such a course of events, questions of reliable 
verification, in which the Soviet Union has a direct interest, could also be 
resolved. One cannot depend on promises here I especially since what is involved is 
disarmament and the country’s defences. 

But to resolve all these questions, it is absolutely essential to lock the 
door through which weapons could reach outer space. Without this, radical 
reductions in nuclear armaments are impossible. I want to state this with the 
utmost responsibility on behalf of the people and their supreme organ of power. 

Accord is possible if it respects the interests of both sides. The stubborn 
desire of the American side to go ahead with the development of space weapons can 
have only one result, the blocking of the possibility of ending the nuclear-arms 
race. This outcome, naturally, could bitterly disappoint the peoples of the whole 
world, including, I am certain, the American people. 

There is a real chance today dramatically to lessen the threat of a nuclear 
war and subsequently to eliminate altogether any possibility of such a war. It 
would be a fatal mistake to miss that chance. We hope that what was said about SD1 
in Geneva was not the last word from the American side. 

We reached agreement with President Reagan on instructing our delegations to 
the Geneva talks on nuclear and space arms to speed up negotiations, pursuing them 
on the basis of the January agreement between the two countries. Thus, it was 
confirmed by both sides at the highest level: it is necessary to prevent an arms 
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race in spacer resolving this question hand in hand with the reduction of nuclear 
arms. This is what the Soviet Union will press for, This is what we call upon the 
United States to do. By honouring with practical actions the pledge we have made 
jointly, we will live up to the hopes of all the peoples of the world. 

Ae time goes on, the question of terminating nuclear tests is becoming more 
and more acute. This is primarily because, with it, an end would be put to the 
development of new types of nuclear weapons and modernization of existing ones1 
further, because without testing and without renewing them, the gradual process of 
the withering away of nuclear arsenals and the demise of nuclear weapons would 
begin, and lastly, because it is impossible to go on allowing nuclear explosions - 
and their number stands in the hundreds - to deface our beautiful planet, 
intensifying the concern over how succeeding generations will live on it. 

This is why the Soviet Union has announced a moratorium on all types of 
nuclear tests until 1 January 1966, and is ready to extend this moratorium, given 
reciprocity on the part of the United States. We expect the United States 
leadership to make CI concrete and positive decision that would have a very 
favourable effect on the entire situation! it would greatly change it and build up 
trust between our countries. 

We put this question to the American President in Geneva. 

Silence was the answer we got. Really, in essence there are no reasonable 
arguments against the prohibition of nuclear tests. Difficulties of verification 
are sometimes mentioned. But the Soviet Union clearly demonstrated the excellent 
poseibility of implementing such verification by national means. This year we 
registered an underground nuclear blast of a very low yield carried out in the 
United States and unannounced by it. We are also ready to examine the possibility 
of establishing international verification. In this context special attention 
should be paid to the ideas put forward in the appeal from six States which 
proposed the setting up of special stations in their territories to monitor the 
observance of a test-ban agreement. 

The entire world raises its volcf) In favour of terminating nuclear tests. The 
United Nations General Asseml,ly has just adopted d resolution Calling for such a 
step. And only three count.rles - the United States, Britain and France - voted 
against it. This is a deplorable move. 

But there is still time. I think the leaders of the United States and other 
nuclear Powers will uoe the existinn opportunity and, in the interests of peacer 
will show the necessary responsibility. I would like to rpmind them: our 

moratorium remains in effect, and we hope that the discussion of that issue at the 
session of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR will he regarded as an urgent call for a 
realistic and immediate prohibition of all nuclear tests. 

The Sovi Union is proposinq, as an intqral whole, a comprehensive set of 
meas.res which would block all paths for thP arms race, whether in space or on 
earth, whether in CJC Lear, chemical or convent ional weapons. The specific 
proposals to that erld are well known . in Vienna, in Geneva and in Stockholm. They 
renain in effect an!1 retair: their full t.imrliness and importance. 

/ . . . 
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Europe should be mentioned separately. The task of preventing the level of 
military Confrontation in Europe from growing any further is more urgent than ever 
before. The European home is a common home where geography and history have 
strongly bonded together the destinies of dozens of countries and peoples. It is 
only by a collective effort, by following the reasonable norms of international 
contacts and co-operation, that the Europeans can preserve their home, and make it 
better and safer. 

We proceed from the view that Europe, which gave the world so much in the 
sphere of culture, science, technology and advanced social thought, is capable of 
setting an example also in the solution of the rrost complex problems of present-day 
international life. The basis for this was laid down in Helsinki 10 years ago. It 
is our profound conviction that the whole world, including the United States, 
stands ultimately to gain from positive developments in Europe. We have been and 

shall be working to ensure that the principles and policy of detente are 
consolidated more vigorously on the long-suffering European continent, and that the 
roadblocks of the past and the consequences of the confrontation of recent years 
are overcome. 

I would like to make a special mention here of trade and economic relations. 
The business circles of many Western countries would like to establish wider 
economic contacts with us. I heard this mentioned by very influential 
representatives of those circles , when they spoke about the readiness to conclude 
large contracts and to start large-scale joint projects. Those politicians who try 
to impose restrictions on this natural striving for businesslike co-operation, in 
the hope of ‘punishing’ someone OK inflicting losses on a partner, are simply 
acting unwisely, to my mind. Such a policy has long been outdated. It would be 
much more useful to exert efforts for a different purpose, for ensuring that trade 
and scientific and technical exchanges consolidate the material basis for agreeRent 
and confidence. 

We will continue to co-operate closely with our Warsaw Treaty allies and with 

all the other countries of the socialist community in the struggle for lasting 
peace and co-operation among nations in Europe and in other continents. The States 
parties to the Warsaw Treaty will under no circumstances forsake the security :?f 
their peoples. They will also pool their efforts to an ever-growing extent, within 
the CMHA framework, to accelerate scientific and technical progress and 
socio-economic development. 

Interaction with the Non-Aligned Movement, including comprehensive co-operation 
with the Republic of India, for the people and leaders of which we have the 
greatest respect, has an extremely important role to play in the improvement .:: 
international relations. 

The Soviet leadership attaches great importance to the Asian and Pacific regio-,. 
The Soviet Union’s longest borders are in Asia; we have there loyal fr iends i.r::? 
reliable allies, from neighbouring Mongolia to socialist Viet Nam. It is ex:r+ neI.y 
important to ensure that this region is not a source of tension and an ared OK 
armed confrontation. we stand for the broadening of political dialogue amonc 211 
the States in the region, in the interests of peace, good neighbourliness, rnclt~~i 
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trust and co-operation. We welcome the stand of the People’s Republic of China, 
which is opposed to the militarization of outer spacer and its statement renouncing 
the first use of nuclear weapons. 

Danqetoue upheavals could be caused by the growing gap between a handful of highly 
induetrialized capitalist nations and those developing countriee - end there is the 
overwhelming majority of them - whose lot ie poverty, hunger and despair. The qap 
between theee two poles in the world is becoming ever wider, and relations between 
them ever more antagonistic. It cannot be otherwise unless the industrialized 
capitalist nations alter their self-serving policies. Mankind is capable of 
resolving all theee problems today if it pools its force8 and intellect. Then it 
will be possible to scale new heights in the development of our civllization. 

Militarism is an enemy of nations. The arms racer whipped up by the thirst of 
gain on the part of the military-industrial complex, is sheer madness. It affects 
the vital interests of all countries and peoples. This is why, when instr>ad of the 
destruction of nuclear weapons it is proposed to u5 to extend the arms t-ace into 
outer space as well, we respond with a firm “no”. We cay “no”, because such a step 
means a new round of the mad squandering of funds. We say “no”, because this meana 
the heightening of the threat already looming over the world. We say “no”, because 
life itself calls not for a competition in armaments but for joint action for the 
sake of peace. 

The Soviet Union is a decisive advocate of the development of international 
life in this direction. 

On the initiative of the USSR, work involving scientists from different 
countries has begun on the Tokamak thermonuclear reactor project, which opens Up 
the opportunity for a radical solution of the enerqy problem. Accord inq to 
scientists, it will be possible to create before the end of this centurj a 
“terrestrial sun” - an inexhaustible source of thermonuclear energy. We note with 
satisfaction that it was agreed in Geneva to carry on with that important project. 

We stand for better relations with Japan, and it is our conviction that this 
is possible. It even stems from the mere fact that our countries are next-door 
neighbours. The interests of the USSR and Japan cannot help but coincide in the 
vital matter of removing the nuclear threat. We have established relations of 
equal co-operation’with many States of Latin America, Africa and the Fliddlra East. 
The Soviet Union will continue to work purposefully tc! develop th~r,e relations. We 
value especially our close contacts with socialist-oriented countries in different 
continents. 

The peoples of the whole world are today facing a host of questions which can only 
be resolved jointly and only under conditions of peace. A few decades ago serious 
ecological problems were virtually non-existent. But already our generation is 
witnessing mass extermination of forests, extinction of animals, contamination of 
rivers and other water bodies, and growing desertif icat ion. What will the world be 
like to future generations3 Will they be able to live in it, if the voracious 
destruction of nature is not stopped and if the economic, technical and scientific 
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achievements OP our tims are direoted not towards the need to enourfl conditionn for 
the exietence and ptogreee of man and hie environment but towarda perfecting 
weapons of destruction? Or take energy. We are now living for the mtmt part (It 
the expense of the earth’s depthe. But. what was lying virtuelly on the nurlaco In 
being exhausted and the further development of theee resourcs8 1s growing muro and 
more expensive and becoming more and m8re arduous. Moreover, thin Rout-Cc! in rmk 

everlasting. 

Our country submitted to the United Natione 4 well-developed programme for 
peaceEu1 co-operation in outer spacer and for the establishment of a universal 
space organization to co-ordinat r? the eEforts of countries in the exploration and 
exploitation of outer space. There are truly boundlees poeeibilities for HUCh 
co-operation. They include fundamental research projeatp and the application oE 
their findings in geology, medicine and materials saience, end studieo of th(? 
climate and the environment. They include the development of global 
satellite-aided communications systems and remote seneing of the earth. Lantly, 
they include the development ol new space technology, ouch AB large orbital 
scientific stations and various manned apacecraft , and their uee in the intereat 
of all peoples, and, in the longer term, the industrialization of circumterreetrial 
spece . All this constitutes a realistic alternative to the “Star Ware" planer it 
is oriented towards a peaceful future for all mankind. 

The Soviet Union was an active participant in the conclusion of an 
international convention to regulate the economic ctilizltion of the resources of 
the world’s oceans and seas. The accomplishment of this task ie alao vantly 
important in ensuring the progress of human civilization and in broadening and 
multiplying the possibilities open to present-day society. 

We offer the whole world, including the world of capitalist States, a broad, 
long-tera and comprehsnsive programme of mutually beneficial co-operation, B 
programme incorporating the new opportunities which are being opened up before 
mankind by the age of the scientific and technical revolution. And co-operation 
between two such States as the Soviet Union and the United States could play a far 
from minor role in carrying out this programme. 

Our policy is clear8 it is a policy of peace and co-operation. 

Comrades, the successes of our foreign policy are inherent in the nature Of 
the socialist system. The Communist Party senses well and highly values the 
nation-wide support for its domestic and foreign policy. This support is 
manifested in the daily practical work of millions upon millions. The results 
achieved in the national economy mean not only an economic but also an important 
moral and political result attesting to the correctness of our course. 

The tasks we face are important and not easy. “However, difficulty does not 
mean impossibility”, the great Lenin taught us. “The important thing is Lo be 
confident that the path chosen is the right one, with this confidence, 
revolutionary energy and revolutionary enthusiasm ace multiplied a 
hundred-fold . . .” And the Party and the Soviet people do have this confidence 
which multiplies our strength. 




